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policies and institutional reforms that would bring about major structural
changes and establiah more dynamic, self-reliant and self-sustaining econorraes

in Africa. T*ie implication of the challenge, as summarized by EGA, is Africa s '
ability at that time to <i) use Africa's vast resources to meet the needs and aspirations
of the people j (ii) change from total reliance on export of a few raw material
to a growth path based on a combination of natural resources, enterprenurial,
managerial and technical resources, the restructuration and expansion of the
domestic market; (iii) mobilize all of Africa's human and material resources
for. industrial developmento oj|/f and (iv) promote African economic

integration and co-operation—o

4O The above challenges must be taken up jointly by all facets of the African
society including all institutions operating within the Continent so as to
optimize * sustain and enhance the desired development goal. An essential part
of such participation involves sectoral policies formulation and the development
and pursuit of strategies to implement the policies* As we all know, African
institutions of higher learning are of no exception to this general rule of
thumb. If anything, they are among the few most crucial type of instltutions
required to provide the necessary backbone to the process. In other words their
direct and active involvement is inevitable to the achievement of a self-
reliant and self-sustained development. Iherefore Oiat they have done in the
■past, what they do now and what they would do in the future do have direct
bearing on the viability and nature of socio-economic conditions in Africa.

5 Consequently, African universities and other institutions of higher
learning: will have to examine the effectiveness of past and present policies and
strategies with the view of formulating future options that will make their ,. ■
role in African future development more effective. Evidence from the various:
meetings of the AAU, African Ministers of Education- University Vice-chancellors
and Rectors etc* show that much of this examination has taken place over the
years though with little follow-up action vjhich could have determined the benefits
of the exercise. To continue the effort, this paper focuses attention on some
fundamental elements v*iich should be taken into account in any discussion during

such an examination making particular reference to the formulation of hi<£ier

education policies and strategies in the light of Africa's development challenges

and strategies between the years 1990 and 2008.

6 c The paper takes a quick glance at prevailing socio-economic conditions in

Africa as a basis for appreciating the "willed" future, followed by a review of

V "ECA. and Africa's Development 1983-2008^ A Prelimary Perspective study";

UNECA Addis; April 1983? pD55o
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